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Study Overview
Among the key questions, is the rise of Voice technology
likely to continue in distribution?
The landscape of technologies options for distribution
is quite interesting. There are some technologies that
have been with us for more than two decades, such as
radio frequency (RF), sortation systems, and pick-tolight.

How do users view those technologies across a
number of different attributes? What are the trends?
And what are the problems and opportunities
companies are facing that provide context for which
solution types best meet their needs? Is the rapid rise
of Voice technology likely to continue?

At the newer end of the spectrum, at least in a
distribution environment, are technologies such as
RFID and “robotic picking systems” of all kinds,
which are promising but have had relatively little
deployment activity to date.

To answer these and other questions, SCDigest
conducted a survey of distribution professionals
in early 2014. All told, 155 usable responses were
obtained.

In the middle of that continuum is Voice, which has
gained substantial market share over the past decade,
especially for order picking, and thus was a special
focus of this research.

In this report, we provide a detailed look at this data,
which is very interesting to say the least.
There was a good balance in the respondents across
both different vertical industries and size of company.

What Best Describes Your Supply Chain Role?
Logistics/Supply Chain Manager

27.8%

Other

19.0%

Logistics/Supply Chain Executive

18.8%

DC Manager

17.1%

Logistics IT/Systems Analyst

11.4%

Engineering

5.9%
0
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There were respondents from virtually every vertical
industry, so the percentage of any individual sector
was small, but retail led the way at 15.8% of the total,
followed by third-party logistics (12.6%), consumer
goods (11.5%) and wholesale (9.75%).
The breakdown by company size is also shown
below. Analysis showed that there were not
substantial differences across most subject matters by
company size, other than that the under $100 million
companies were less likely to be users of all the
technologies explored.

That said, one thing that is unique about distribution
is that company size is often not a great predictor of
DC operational complexity. For example, one $300
million consumer goods company shipping all of its
revenue from a single facility can have much more
complex DC operations than a multi-billion dollar
food company shipping largely full pallet loads from
a network of 10 facilities.

Approximately what size are the revenues of
the relevant company or business unit?

22.2%
27.6%

Sampling of companies participating in survey
Cemex

Procter &
Gamble

AutoZone

US Foods

Dole Foods

Random
House

Target

Panalpina

Uline

Office Depot McKesson

Grainger

Mead
Consumer

Baxter

Giant Eagle

3M

DoltBest

Exel

Pepsico

Petsmart

Under $100 million

$1 - $10 billion

8.9%

Over $10 Billion

14.8%
26.5%
$101 - $500 million

$501 Million $1 Billion

Survey Results
We first asked respondents what they viewed as their
top distribution challenges and goals, on a scale of
1-7, with 1 being very high and 7 being very low.
As can be seen, reducing operating cost ranked as
the top priority based on an average all the scores,
followed closely by the related issue of improving
productivity. Some things never change.

multi-channel capabilities” scored as low as they did,
although only multi-channel fell above the mid-point
of a 3.5 score. Given all the focus on eFulillment
these days, that result was not as expected. But, it
appears that the low score was driven primarily by
respondents outside the retail and consumer goods
sectors. Multi-channel was rated much higher in those
two verticals.

As can be seen on the next page, we were surprised
that both “manage labor force issues” and “improve
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Top Distribution Operational Challenges/Goals
1 = very high goal / 7 = very low goal (average scores)

1.96

Improve
productivity

2.18

Improve customer
service

2.61

2.56

Improve DC
Throughput

Improve quality

3.34
Manage Labor
Force Issues

3.99

1.77

Improve MultiChannel Capabilities

Reduce operating
costs

Respondents were asked to mention other areas of
concern/challenge outside our defined list. Most
often cited here were challenges related to “space
management.”
One respondent noted that “With growing SKUs,
availability is a huge pressure for us right now.”
As we often do in these studies, we also asked
respondents to rank how their companies stood

versus best-in-class for both distribution process
effectiveness and technology effectiveness.
As can be seen from the chart, nearly half believe
they have “effective” distribution processes – but that
leaves more than 38% with ineffective or moderately
effective processes.
Just 13% believe their processes are highly effective.

30.7%

48.25%
Effective

Moderately
Effective

Overall Distribution
Process
Effectiveness
vs. Best-in-Class

13.16%

Highly Effective

7.89%

Not very effective

As usual, companies are even less bullish about
their overall distribution technology effectiveness.
The share believing they are “effective” drops 10
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percentage points to 39.4%, while the highly effective
group falls to 8.7% - about 1 in 12 companies.
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Overall Distribution Technology Effectiveness vs. Best-in-Class

42.11%
Moderately
Effective

9.65%
Not Very
Effective

8.77%

Highly Effective

39.47%
Effective

We next wanted to get some sense for the level of
adoption for the six primary technologies in the scope
of the study.

About 30% of respondents have broadly deployed
some form of basic conveyor sortation, though almost
40% are not using such technology at all.

RF dominated that list, with almost 80% having
either broad or modest usage. At the other end of
the spectrum were RFID and robotic picking, which
have seen very little market adoption in distribution.
RFID is still trying to find the right value proposition
and ROI in four-wall logistics, while robotic picking
shows much promise, but is still in the” early
adopter” phase of its life cycle.

Pick-to-light is something of a specialty technology
used primarily for piece picking or “put to store”
applications in retail applications, and as a result was
broadly used by just 12% of respondents.

We note though that a higher percentage of
companies (12%) were piloting RFID than any of
our six technology categories, and another 12% were
investigating RFID.

Voice was the next most popular technology after RF,
broadly used by 20% of companies, with another 15%
having modest usage. It seems likely those numbers
would have been significantly lower if this same
study had been performed five years ago given the
rapid growth of Voice.
More than 24% of companies were piloting or
investigating Voice.

Distribution Technology Penetration
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RF

Pick-toLight

Voice

RFID

Basic
Sortation

Robotic
Picking

Broad Usage

56.1%

12.2%

20.4%

1.8%

29.8%

1.8%

Modest Usage

23.7%

16.7%

15.0%

6.1%

21.9%

4.4%

Piloting/Just Deploying

6.1%

1%

8.9%

12.3%

2.6%

9.6%

Investigating

3.5%

9.6%

15.9%

12.2%

8.8%

9.6%

Not Using

10.5%

60.5%

39.8%

67.5%

36.8%

74.6%
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We then asked respondents to rate each of the six
technologies across several attributes, using the same
1-7 score and taking an average of all the responses.
There is no other way to say it other than Voice
dominated the results here, having the top score in all
three attributes.

RF came in second on all three metrics as well, though
with a significant gap behind Voice in each case.
We were also somewhat surprised at the strong
relative performance of robotic picking in terms
of reducing operating costs and driving process
improvement – though it appears users still have
doubts about the ROI from robotics.

Comparing Benefits Across Distribution Technologies
1 = very high goal / 7 = very low goal (average scores)
Drives DC Process
Improvement

Reducing
Operating Costs

Deliver
ROI?

Voice

1.89

2.13

2.34

RF

2.49

2.74

3.04

Robotic Picking

2.63

3.09

3.45

Sortation

2.73

3.17

3.47

Pick-to-Light

2.82

3.31

3.77

RFID

3.12

3.71

4.08

As noted upfront, given the rapid rise of Voice in
recent years, the survey spent some time asking
specific questions relative to the technology.

flows are not very efficient – for example, needing to
move to a second screen when one would have been
enough with the right design.

That includes the question below, although that
may not be obvious at first. RF screen flow refers to
the sequence and prompts on RF screens, either as
coming from a packaged WMS, a homegrown WMS,
some “host” system, etc.

Some Voice vendors provide tools that can translate
RF screens into Voice prompts and responses – and
can often be used to combine or otherwise improve
the original workflow to gain additional efficiencies.

As companies have looked at Voice to replace RF,
they have often discovered those existing screen

And it appears there is plenty of opportunity to do so,
as just 34% believe their current RF screen flows are
efficient or highly efficient, as shown in the chart.

How efficient is your current RF work/screen flow in terms of productivity?
5.88%
Highly Efficient

14.71%
Not Applicable For Us

28.43%
Efficient

11.76%
Not Very Efficient

39.22%
Modestly efficient
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Specifically for current Voice users, we asked
respondents to provide the level of productivity gain
their companies had seen from their deployment.
As seen in the graphic, the average gain was an

amazing 26%, with a mean (half above, half below)
of 20% - very strong numbers indeed. One respondent
claimed they were able to double productivity from
Voice deployment.

99
Highest

For Voice users, how much
productivity gain have you seen
from the technology?

26

Average
Median

A decade of success and in general pretty aggressive
marketing by Voice providers has certainly led to
growing knowledge and understanding of Voice
solutions in distribution.

20

of Voice - if you are one of those, it may be time to
get some education.
About 62% had good or very strong levels of
knowledge relative to Voice – this has to be
significantly better than would have been the case five
years ago.

As seen in the chart below, of the respondents
currently only 14.7% said they had little knowledge

How knowledgeable would you say you are on Voice Technology in the DC?
Good Knowledge

33.33%

Very Knowledgeable

28.43%

Modest Level of Knowledge

23.53%

Little Knowledge

14.71%
0

Voice has certainly made its gains on the back of
order picking, where the hands-free nature offer
a natural advantage versus RF, but companies are
increasingly looking beyond that application in their
use of the technology.
Of the respondents currently using Voice, 34% were
also using the technology for replenishment – which
makes sense, since replenishment is often very
operationally similar to picking in a sort of reverse
fashion.
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Cycle counting seems like another area that would
be well-suited to Voice, and indeed 24.4% of
respondents are using Voice for that task.
Only receiving scored extremely low in terms of
current usage and also future consideration. We do
not know exactly why that is, but suspect it is because
there is a lot of process work involved in receiving,
rather than straight physical tasks, and perhaps it
does not seem as well suited to Voice as more “heads
down” applications do.
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If Voice User, Are You Using Voice for Other Apps Outside of Order Picking?
Yes

No

Considering

Replenishment

34.10%

29.30%

36.60%

Putaway

30.00%

32.50%

37.50%

Truck Loading

15.00%

55.00%

30.00%

Cycle Counting

24.40%

41.50%

34.10%

Receiving

5.10%

69.20%

25.60%

In a comment area, respondents commonly cited
crossdocking, quality assurance, put-to-store, pallet
building, and packing applications as other areas that
might lend themselves well to Voice technology.

They show, for example, that the level of concern
from Voice users about the technology is significantly
below those of non-users. Some 47% of Voice users,
for example, said they had no real concerns about the
technology.

With all that good news for Voice, do current and
especially non-users have any concerns about Voice
technology?

This says to us that if you have Voice concerns, you
should seek out current users to get their perspectives
and experiences – an exercise that it appears will
allay many current sources of Voice anxiety, based on
these results.

The chart below shows the percentage concerns between
current Voice users (broad or modest deployment) and
non-Voice users. The results are interesting.

Areas of Concern About Voice Technology
No real concerns

47.2%

18.3%
1%

Just not right for us

7.3%
16.4%

ROI from the investment

40.2%
24.6%

Integration with existing WMS/ERP

12.8%
17.4%

Benefits are overrated

26.4%

Implementation challenges

15.1%

Other
0

10%

20%
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42.5%

24.6%
30%

Voice Users
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48.3%

40%

50%

Non-Voice Users

Other concerns cited in the comments section
included worries about Voice being capable of
understanding many dialects, long terms costs to
maintain a Voice system, and whether users will
easily accept a new Voice solution.

So netting it out, what are companies thinking about
Voice in terms of their own usage in the future?

We will note on that last comment that thousands of
Voice deployments across the globe have consistently
shown that users are very accepting of Voice systems,
and appreciate the “hands and eyes-free” capabilities
Voice provides them - they know it allows them to do
their jobs better.

As shown in the chart below, only 18% say they are
not Voice users now, and are unlikely to move that
way in the near future. Contrast that with the 33%
that say they are not current Voice users but are very
interested in looking at Voice or are doing so now.

What Characterizes Your Company’s Position Relative to Voice?

12.87%
We are Voice users
currently and plan to
expand the number of
sites and applications
using Voice.

33.66%
We are not currently Voice users
but are very interested/investigating
now.

11.88%
We are Voice users currently
and plan to expand the
number of sites using Voice.

6.93%
3.96%

We are Voice users and have
gone about as far as we can
go in terms of sites/applications.

We are Voice users currently and
plan to expand the number of DC
applications using Voice.

18.81%
We aren’t Voice users
currently and likely will
not be in the near future.

11.88%
Other
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And respondents were also very bullish on the future
of Voice in the market more generally.

well. Only 4% of respondents expect Voice to lose
DC market share.

As shown in the graphic, more than 41.5% of
respondents believe Voice will gain market share not
only in order picking but other DC applications as

It appears that despite signficant growth over the past
decade, good years are still ahead for Voice solution
providers.
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41.58%
Predictions for Voice Over Next 5 Years
Voice is likely
to gain a
significant
share of the
distribution
market for
order picking
and other
applications.

28.71%
Voice’s share of
the market will
grow a bit.

15.84%
Voice is likely to
gain a
significant
share of the
distribution
market for order
picking.

6.93%
Voice’s share
of the market
will stay about
where it is now.

Finally, with the growth of in-store eFulfillment
operations at many retailers, we asked just that group
if they saw a place for Voice picking in that type of
scenario.

3.96%
2.97%

Voice’s share of
the market will
decline.

Other

A combined 69% say the idea as either “interesting”
or “makes a lot of sense.” Just 9% said they would
not be interested in a Voice system for in-store
picking.

For Retailers, What Are Your Thoughts on Voice for In-Store Fulfillment?
Interesting Idea

36.54%

Makes A Lot of Sense

32.69%

Had Not Thought of That

17.31%

Not Interested

9.62%

Additional Comments

5.77%

We are Piloting or Implementing

3.85%
0
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Summary
“Voice received leading scores on all three metrics we looked
at – process improvement, reducing operating costs, and delivering
ROI – among the six distribution technology categories.”
There are clearly many options for use of technology
in distribution. In this report, we looked primarily
at physical devices and equipment, and not software
solutions such as Warehouse Management Systems
(WMS), Warehouse Control Systems (WCS) and
more.
Of course, it generally isn’t a matter of “either or” –
we know of large distribution centers that are using
five of the six technologies we reviewed and are
piloting robotic picking. Each DC and its specific
applications need to be evaluated for the right fit
and return on investment. Often, a blended approach
makes the most sense.
We will also note that we think Voice, for example,
can be a great fit for many sortation-based automated
material handling applications in distribution. For
example, Voice can be used very effectively in the
common “batch case pick to belt” scenarios that serve
as the starting point for sortation systems. Pickers can
count off the cartons as they are selected and placed on
the belt, providing the accuracy of scanning but with
productive, hands-free work instead.

Our hypotheses, based on both some market data as
well as anecdotal evidence, that Voice adoption is
rising was certainly born out in our survey results.
Voice received leading scores on all three metrics we
looked at – process improvement, reducing operating
costs, and delivering ROI – among the six distribution
technology categories.
Voice users also are planning to branch out to other
application areas beyond order picking, and overall
users are very bullish about the future of Voice moving
forward, expecting it to gain market share.
Newer areas such as RFID and robotics are promising
but clearly still in very early stages.
We hope to repeat this study in a couple of years to
measure how usage and perceptions have changed –
maybe there will even be some new technologies that
we can add to the list.

About Supply Chain Digest
Supply Chain Digest™ is the industry’s premier
interactive knowledge source, providing timely,
relevant, in-context information. Reaching tens of
thousands of supply chain and logistics decisionmakers each week, our flagship publications - Supply
Chain Digest, Supply Chain Digest –On-Target,

and The Supply Chain Digest Letter - and web sites
(www.scdigest.com, www.distributiondigest.com. and
TheGreenSupplyChain.com) deliver news, opinions
and information to help end users improve supply
chain processes and find technology solutions.

For more information, contact
Supply Chain Digest at:
www.scdigest.com • email: info@scdigest.com
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